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Auguror: apparent flammantia lumina coelo
Sidereoque rubens fulget ab axe dies.
—PoEMS OF LEO XIII.
“T prophesy: bright fires appear on heaven’s way
And from the astral vault bursts forth the ruddy day.”’

HE

Roman

Pontiffs have ever shed

a luster upon the Catholic Church,
>>
upon Rome and Italy, their place
of residence, and upon the whole world.

As we run down the list of popes, beginning with St. Peter, many

names of saints, of statesmen, of men

of letters—yea, even of noted warriors, greet the eye.
we meet with such as are stamped

with

more

than

At times

one of these

But not
marks, these corner-stones of greatness and genius.
until the accession of Leo XIII. has the ideal been realized —the
ideal combining within itself all these brilliant qualities together
with others hardly less conspicuous. He is one of the greatest
men that ever ruled over the Church, and he is the greatest man

of the day.
Through the ninety-three years of his life, we look
for his equal in vain.
His intellectual and physical activities
have thus far proven almost impervious to the ravages of time

and old age which have served but to strengthen his mind, enhance his dignity, and give force to his impressiveness.
Who would have guessed the import of the “ Lumen de coelo”

on his escutcheon when he seized the helm of Society’s Great
Ship? and what is more, who would have guessed that within
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the short space of twenty-five years that mystic device would
have reached the plentitude of its fulfilment?
When Leo XIII.
ascended the throne, the papacy was in a critical state: dark
clouds of unbelief hid it from view, threatening to annihilate it,
Hideous murder lurked at the very door of the Vatican.
Worse
days had not been seen since the bloody reign of Nero. A hostile
prince was enthroned in the Quirinal, the Papal States had been
wrenched from their rightful. sovereign by a usurper, and all
Kurope, too cowardly or too indolent to resent the heinous crime,
stood idle lookers-on.
The Pope became a prisoner in the Vatican—such is he still at the present day.
But, despite circumstances so adverse, Leo XIII. still rules the Catholic world.
The
“Lumen de coelo” that was soon to astound and overawe the
world, was not to be quenched by anything earthly, and that
mighty, heaven-inspired soul not to be stayed by material hindrances.
‘* Nor
Nor

stony tower, nor walls of beaten brass,
airless dungeon, nor strong links of iron,”

could be retentive to that spirit’s strength.

The far-reaching influence of Leo XIII. encircles nearly the
whole of this vast globe; the notes of his irresistible voice surmount the battlements of his prison and fall like heavenly
music upon the Christian ear; his “‘ Lumen” sheds an effulgence
of rays upon every tribe and every people. Catholic, Protestant,
apostate, pagan, and infidel pay him homage.
All turn with
reverential gaze toward Rome to contemplate that heavenillumined face, to catch those heaven-inspired words, and to
throw themselves under the influence of that heaven-directed
will. Thus has Leo XIIL., in a most astounding manner, verified
the adequacy of his motto: “ Lumen de coelo”.
Shortly before his election to the pontificate, in a pamphlet
entitled “ Pius IX. and the Next Pope”, published by Ruggiere

Boughi, who
Minghetti

had

been

cabinet, there

Minister

of

appeared

Public
the

Instruction

following

in the

appreciation:

“Cardinal Pecci is undoubtedly one of the most striking characacters in the Sacred College; probably not one of his colleagues
has so much energy and

at the

same

time so much moderation.

He has always been brilliant in his studies, he has performed his
duties well, and he is more than an ordinarily good bishop. The
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ideal cardinal is a sublime personage, but it may be said of
Pecci that he has made a reality of the conception.” With the
evidence of facts upon which to ground ourselves, we do not
hesitate to add with even more weight: the ideal pope is a sub-

lime personage, but Leo XIII. has made this conception a reality.
DL’ Iialie, a paper printed in French, but performing the office
of an Italian diplomatic organ, spoke thus after the election of
‘It must be admitted that the tiara is very heavy,
Leo XIII.:
and that the mission of the new pope is not an easy one; but in
the judgment of all men, Leo XIII. is a man of firm will, of en-

lightened piety, and is esteemed
his virtue.”
appearance,

the physical

Of

siveness

of the sovereign

words of Justin
men in my time;

both for his character and for

stateliness,

grace; and

impres-

pontiff, we may well judge from the

McCarthy:
I have been

“I have seen a good many great
acquainted with Gladstone; and

and

I have talked with Bismarck, and with Cardinal Newman;
the presence of the Emperor

I can recall to memory

Russia;

Nicholas

of

and I knew Charles Sumner, the great American orator

and abolitionist: ard I have often seen and heard M. Bergier,
— but no picture has impressed me
and the late Prince’ Consort
I always think of him as one of
more than that of Leo XIII.

those figures which
when

saints

must have been more often seen in the days

walked the earth—as,

indeed, some saints do walk

the earth, even now.”
Having thus, on well-grounded authority, gained some insight
into the physical and moral grandeur of this character of characters, let us penetrate a little more deeply into its history.
Space will not even permit the bare enumeration of the events that

have taken place during the twenty-five years just elapsed, of

Leo’s momentous reign—to say nothing of giving.an appreciation thereof. We have been obliged, therefore, to limit ourselves

to a few of the most important —to
to the characteristic

draw attention, so to speak,

peaks of this mountain

range

of events —

and content ourselves with saying: “Ab uno disce omnes”,
which, though not tenable as a universal principle of action, is
nevertheless admirably applicable in the present case.

form a pretty just appreciation of the reign
his

relations

with

the

various

peoples

of

We

can

of Leo XIII. from
the

world,

chiefly
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his encyclicals.

Since

judge the man from his style.

“the style is the man ” we can

The most remarkable event in the reign of Leo XIII., from a

political point of view, was the settlement of the dispute between
Germany and Spain regarding the Caroline Islands.
The Emperor of Germany wrote to the Pope requesting his arbitrati
on.
Leo XIII. replied that, under the existing circumstances of
Christendom, he would not undertake to arbitrate, but that
he

would

mediate.

He

saw that, as arbitrator, he would have to

impose his decision upon the royal claimants ; whereas, acting
in
the office of mediator, he could propose terms for their mutual
acceptance.
This met the approval of both parties.
The dispatch and skill with which the decision was rendered elicited
universal admiration.
In less than a month, Cardinal Jacobini
forwarded to the cabinets of Berlin and Madrid the Pope’s decision, which consisted of four points upon which both parties
were to agree:
Spain, by right of discovery and occupation,
was to hold the sovereignty of the islands; on the other hand,
the Germans were at liberty to hold land in the archipelago, to
develop agriculture, and to cultivate industry and commerce on

an equal footing with Spanish subjects.

Together with this they

were guaranteed a naval station and perfect freedom

tion throughout the archipelago.
Both parties were satisfied with

this decision;

of naviga-

each

had

gained the desired object.
Spain demanded sovereignty and
got it; Germany was solicitous about promoting her interests
,
and succeeded.
Truly this decision is without a parallel in history. The appeal for arbitration, made as it was by the minister
of a Protestant country, took Europeans by surprise. But, when
the papal decision met the conjoint approval of Spain and Germany, the world stood amazed.
That a single man, with naught
but his intellectual superiority, should stay the combatants from

rusaing to bloody battle, and calm, with words of peace,
their
warlike spirits, set many a brain to thinking, opened the eyes of
many a bigoted soul, and elicited admiration and praise from

every honest-minded man.

The just glory of this decision assumes unbounded proportions
when we consider it in connection with the verdicts of
subse-

quent international

courts of arbitration.

Neither Americans

THE

nor Englishmen
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are likely soon

to forget

the

5

settlement

of the

Alabama claims; the long and ruinous delays attendant upon
the assembling and discussions of that absurdly-complex tribunal, the enormous costs to both governments, the endless
wrangling, and finally, the little satisfaction given to either party.

The concert of praise which

greeted

the Pope’s decision

re-

garding the Hispano-German quarrel, furnishes a better appreciation, a better applause, than any words we can call up; at the
same time, it is an assurance that public opinion is fast losing its
prejudice so long derogatory to the interests of the Holy See.

Leo XIII. was the author of another diplomatic stroke when,
in 1886, Mr. Dunn, as representative of the Chinese government,
presented credentials empowering him to negotiate for the creation of a nunciature at Pekin.
The keen eyes of the sovereign

pontiff at once pierced the mask

of the affair.

Later on it be-

came known that Mr. Dunn, backed by the Triple Alliance and
supported by England, was a tool in the hands of these secret

workers, whose sole object was to break down the influence of
the French government in the East. Under the guise of religious
zeal, they

easily

deceived

the

people, among

them

numerous

Catholics. But there was one into whose eyes they could throw
no dust. It was Leo XIII. He divined their scheme and frustrated it by abandoning his idea. Aftera lapse of twelve years,
the question came up again. To avoid further trouble, the Pope
appointed to Pekin not a nuncio, but an apostolic delegate, who
should acknowledge the protectorate of the French over Chinese Catholics.
Thus did Leo XIII. win the sympathy of the

French and, at the same
mate the Alliance.

time, though without a rebuff, check-

Among the encyclicals of Leo XIII., Aeterni Patris is, without doubt, of the greatest consequence to every student— to
every true lover of wisdom. Its object was to insure the triumph
of Thomistic philosophy.
The nothingness of error came home

to many disciples of false philosophic systems, and for some
time before the issuance of the famous encyclical, a tendency to
return to the old scholastic system of St. Thomas Aquinas manifested itself and grew stronger with the lapse of time. This did
not escape the notice of Leo XIII.
Eagerly he watched the development of a movement that was in accordance with his longcherished desire.
Finally, after considerable meditation, he
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“raised the banner of unadulterated Thomism”.

The importance

of the “ Aeterni Patris” and its influence upon philosophers,
upon students in general, and upon the whole world can hardly

be overestimated.

It brought peace and concord among philo-

sophic students where

formerly bitter

dissension, with

its evils

of factious ideas and stubborn persistence therein, had embarrassed well-intentioned men, had thrown contempt upon the
science of philosophy,

an impossibility.

and

had

made

advancement

Then the revival of Thomism

in it almost

promoted unity

of philosophic opinion throughout the world, furnishing students
with a guide to keep them on the right path, and at the same
time allowed ample scope for the exercise of personal research
and personal opinion—“ In dubiis est libertas”.
Besides this, it

established a kind of bulwark for Catholic truth, and cemented the
union of reason and faith. All this has been the immense result
of the initiative taken by Leo XIII.
Like many of his predecessors, Leo XIII. entertained a prediliction for the “Nation of the Most Christian Kings”.
His

affection for the French is a deep-rooted one and has never
lessened in ardor—not even in these days when the Republic,
with blackest ingratitude, is ruthlessly persecuting the Church.
Ever ready with his sage advice, he furnished the Catholics with
a guiding principle of action, and invited them

the flag of the Republic”.

to “rally around

His object, without a doubt, was to

safeguard the interests of religion, as there was imminent
danger of dissension among Catholics on account of differences
of political opinion.
His was certainly a good policy, under the

circumstances, for never was there greater need of union.
It was at this time that Leo XIII. laid down the rule regarding the legitimacy of a government.
In itself, the form of
government is immaterial.
All depends on the consensus of the
opinions of the people.
Thus it may happen that a form of

government, illegitimate in its origin, may subsequently become
legitimate. No better principle has ever been devised. This one
encyclical of Leo XIII. to the

French

bespeaks

than any treatise touching upon the same

greater wisdom

subject that has ever

been written.

Melchior de Vogue, an eminent writer, whom Catholics do
not claim as one of their own, says:
“Nothing will cause
Leo XIII. to hesitate.

The

manifestations

of

his idea

succeed

THR
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each other with progressive increase of vigor and with a lucidity
which, considering his great age, confound us. Inhis encyclical on

the working classes, of course he has not solved the social problem
—who will solve it?—but he has explained it more forcibly than
it has ever been explained, and he has frankly espoused the
cause of the weak.
And in the same spirit, in his encyclical to

the Oatholics of France, he approached the political problem with
as much political moderation as doctrinal hardihood.”
The interests of civilization have held and still hold a warm

spot in the heart of the reigning pontiff, and he has done more
toward its advancement than any other individual — yea, more
than hundreds of others combined.

Like al] Christians, like all

humane men, he deplored the evils of slavery

and

slave traffic.

His fatherly heart bled tor the degraded lot of the African slaves,
and he resolved to lighten their burden, if not to relieve them
from their sufferings. Accordingly, he made an appeal to Chris-

tian nations soliciting their aid in this work of humanity.
men

by their weak

side, by

their

affections,

and

He took

moved

thou-

‘sands, not only Catholics, but Protestants, and even unbelievers,
to

lend

their

co-operation.

He was

bent

on the

conquest

of

Mohammedan Africa—a conquest that was to be effected, not
by arms, but by the weapons of the Gospel. As minister for the
accomplishment of this vast and God-like enterprise, he chose
Cardinal Lavigerie. Of the prudence of this choice, and of the
fruits that sprung from it, history can tell.
His Holiness, writing to the Cardinal regarding the matier,said: “ We have given
you a grand and arduous task ; you must oppose all your courage
and all your energy to the reign of slavery on Africon soil. You
have undertaken, with an ardor that manifests your greatness of
soul, a work in which the salvation of men is at stake.”
The names of Leo XIII. and Cardinal Lavigerie are inseparably linked with the “Anti-Slave Crusade”, which the latter
organized ; he, himself, writing to the Anti-Slavery Committee
in 1890, says: “I have simply obeyed; it is to the Supreme

Pontiff ‘tbat all the honor of this campaign is due.”
Cardinal Lavigerie had founded the Order of the White
thers to spread the Gospel in Africa and to accomplish
civilization

aries was

of

the

people.

Fathe

The work of these devoted mission-

simply marvelous in its results, and

power of words to accord them due praise.

it is beyond

“To

see

these

the
sons
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of civilization made African for the love of Africa” cannot fail
to win our admiration.
The White Fathers were much unlike
other priests—so much so, that they could not be distinguished
from the common people except by the spotlessness of their

lives. The Mohammedans, speaking to them, would often say:
“The other Roumis [Romans and Christians] of course will be
damned ; but you wiil enter paradise.”
Thus it was that, through the initiative of Leo XJII. and the

apostolic

enterprise

zeal

of Lavigerie

of ridding

Africa

and his White
of

the

Fathers,

horrors

of

the

human

great
traffic

proved a success. A hundred years from now, when the tourist
visits the “white cities of the Dark Continent”, he will pause in
the public square to admire the twin statues of Leo XIII. and
Lavigerie.
To trace the labors of these noble patriarchs of the

Church would be the work

of a volume.

that in the short space of ten years

Let

it suffice to say

they accomplished the work

of a century.
Great as Leo XIII. may appear from a literary or political
standpoint, he merits even greater consideration as a most care-

ful guardian of the Truth. When the -cankerworm of heresy
began to gnaw at Catholicism in our beloved Republic, his
searching eye descried its pernicious workings at
his warning voice arose at once against the evils of
in the encyclical ““Testem benevolentiae nostrae”.
ally a host of ready critics was busy in a moment
science”, to
“hostility to
this
“intolerance”,

thought”,

a glance, and
Americanism
Quite naturdecrying this
“liberty of

and to the “advancement of civilization”.

A

closer

examination of the encyclical, however, shows how careful Leo
XIII. was to assure us that the condemnation of faise Americanism did not involve any reprobation of the “political or patriotic
All it reprehended was
predilections of the American people”.
the deviation from the teachings of the primitive Church. Ample
allowance was made for the modification of the rule of life ac-

cording to the fluctuations of national manners and customs.
The consequences of the encyclical “Testem Benevolentiae”,
despite adverse criticism, will be many and lasting. The practical
lesson we are to draw from it is that Catholic truth is unchangeably

the

same.

It is a Gibraltar

against

which

surges of heresy, calumny, and misrepresentation
only to fall back into the sea of oblivion.

the

foaming

dash in fury,
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Space will not permit me to dwell upon the other great events

of the glorious reign of Leo XIII.
a passing mention of them.
together with his relations

land;

I must content myself with

Those that I have already treated,
with the Home Rule Party in Ire-

II. and Bismarck in Germany ; with Alex-

with William

ander II. and the Nihilists of Russia; with India; with China;
his encyin fact, with all the world, both Christian and Pagan;

clicals, Aeterni Patris, Arcanum, Sancta Dei Civitas, Diuturnum;
Humanum Genus, Immortale Dei, Sapientiae Christianae, Columbus Noster, Rerum Novarum, and others, touching every
question of political, religious, educational and moral life, furnish undeniable proof that Leo XIII. is a great pope, a great
scholar, a great statesman, and a great saint.
Epwarp ©. Scuorn, 703.
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BIOGRAPHICAL
POPE,

“Bors
_
<Q

LEO

XIII. was

SKETCH

LEO

OF

xTH:

born at Carpineto on March 2, 1810.

Carpineto is a small town of 5000 inhabitants, situated
in a cleft of a portion of the Volcian range.
It is an

eagle’s nest, placed high above

the plain, between

two

gigantic rocks, and most difficult of access. It is in this elevated
position that the country house of the Pecci family stands, amid
clumps of tall chestnut trees.
The masters of this place in 1810
were Louis Pecci and his wife Anna.
Their union had been
blessed with six children —four boys and two girls — the youngest child being an infant, Joachim Vincent Pecci, destined one
day to be Leo XIII. The infancy and childhood of Joachim were

passed under the loving and watchful

eye

of his

mother, the

Countess Anna, amid the serene atmosphere of the lofty Volcian
hills.
At the age of eight, he and his brother Joseph were sent
to the school at Viterbo, under the direction of the Jesuit fathers.
He gave early promise of uncommon literary distinction.
Just as he completed his twelfth year, a college festival was
arranged to welcome the provincial.
This gave to young Pecci
his first recorded opportunity of showing his proficiency in Latin
verse.
His masters bore unanimous testimony to the boy’s tender piety and spotless purity.
In 1821 he was seized with a

serious sickness, which impaired not a little his robust health;
and it may be said that he never afterward enjoyed the physical
vigor of his early boyhood.
In his fourteenth year he suffered a
great misfortune in the loss of his loving mother.
The affec-

tionate heart of the gentle youth grieved for her who had left
her own image on his features, his heart, and his life. Travelers
relate to us touching anecdotes of the tenderness with which, in

his

now

venerable

old age

and

exalted

children presented to him the unspeakable

position, he paints to
privilege

of possess_

ing a mother’s love and care, and insists on the fulfilment of the
sacred duties of filial piety.
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In 1824, the saintly, meek, and much-tried spirit of Pius VIl.
passed to its everlasting rest. In his place was elected Leo XII.
who

set himself

the

educa-

reviving

and

of reorganizing

task

tion. With this end in view, he established the Roman College.
When in 1825 it inaugurated its courses of ecclesiastical and
secular teaching, its halls were filled with 1,400 students, and

among them was Joachim Pecci. His success in Latin verse and
prose was remarkable. He won the prize for excellence in Latin
and Greek verse, producing within the space of six hours 120
verses of such unquestionable excellence, that the prize was
These academic
unanimously awarded to him by the judges.
Then came the more
honors were won in his fifteenth year.
serious and less inviting studies; but young Pecci mastered
them and won the prizes in physics, chemistry, and philosophy
In 1825, Leo XII proclaimed a jubilee for the entire Christian
Joachim Pecci was selected, young as he was, to present
world.

an address in Latin to the aged pontiff.

This incident is one of

the most cherished memories of his later years.

In 1830 he was matriculated among the theological students
He needed no stimulus to urge
of the Gregorian University.
him to attain in sacred science the degree of excellence reached
bv him in letters and philosophy, and his labors were crowned
with triumphant success. Having determined to cast his lot
with the secular priesthood, he found himself at the end of the
year 1832, in the necessity of choosing between a careerof paroHe resolved on the
chial duty or the services of the Holy See.

On the recommendation of Cardinal Pacca,
latter course.
Gregory XVI. appointed him one of his domestic prelates. This

was a distinetion fairly won—not granted to mere nobility of
birth, but conferred on the true nobleness of rare virtue united
In his twentywith equally rare accomplishments in learning.

and on the last day in

eighth year he preparted for holy orders,
December, 1837, the

order

The life of Joachim
services

of

the

Holy

conferred on him.

of priesthood was

Pecci was thenceforward devoted to the
See.

Pope

Gregory

saw

how well

fitted

the young prelate was to govern men, and appointed him governor of the province of Benevento. This little principality, which
is only forty square miles in extent, was

the piety of former ages.
fatherly.

given

to the

popes

by

The papal rule over it was mild and

Asa result it became

the

refuge

of

smugglers and a

12
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retreat for evil-doers fleeing from justice.

There was a growing

contempt for law and order among the Beneventini, particularly
in the classes interested in maintaining disorder and violence.
Such was the state of things for which it was expected thata
young priest of twenty-eight years should find
aremedy. Gregory XVI. must have had a very high opinion of the youthful
prelate‘and his ability to cope with a well-organized body of
desperate men, to think of dispatching him on such a mission,

when others of far more experience and higher dignity had failed

to check the inveterate disorder and had retired baftled from
their struggle against brigandage and smuggling.
On his way to Benevento he was seized with typhoid fever,
and arrived near death’s door. The Beneventini had been favorably impressed by the youth, dignified bearing, and gentle courtesy of their new governor; and while both the lawless and
the law-abiding were discussing the man and his probable course
of action, they were surprised to learn that his life was in imminent danger. Then the people began to speak of his goodness,
and the grateful public heart was moved by the mortal peril
of one so young and so accomplished, sent among them, too,
on an errand of mercy in favor of the oppressed working class.
Public prayers were offered for his recovery.
As the danger of
losing their youthful governor increased hourly, and people could
only speak of his goodness, piety, and learning, he seemed to
them an angel sent to heal their public ills, and now about to be
taken from them in punishment of their own evil doings. The
recovery, coming as quick as the malignant fever itself, filled the
people of Benevento with sincere joy.
The brigands, smugglers, and outlaws fancied, at first, that
they would be more than a match for the young scholar, sadly
debilitated by a dangerous illness.
But the young governor was
well acquainted with the misdeeds of Benevento, and used quick,

sharp, and decisive measures to suppress

them.

The

pontifical

troops made descents on the principal strongholds of the brigands
and brought them to justice.
The smaller bands next disap-

peared, and
revived.

with

their disappearance

It was then an easy

matter

commerce
to

govern

and

industry

Benevento,

so

Monsignor Pecci was recalled ; but to this day his name is loved
and blessed by the Beneventini.
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Gregory XVI. thought that one who had shown so much skill
in quelling the popular discontent should be sent to Perugia, the
center of agitation. Joachim Pecci hastened to his new field of

labor in order to make preparation for the expected visit to
This much-abused pope, whose every
Perugia of Gregory XVI.
act was misconstrued and misrepresented, was anxious to see
He was greeted
with his own eyes the condition of his people.
before leavand
welcome,
by the Perugians with a right hearty
Pecci
Monsignor
delegate.
young
ing, promised to remember the
His
s.
department
all
in
changes
succeeded in effecting beneficial
from
expected
Perugians
the
and
reputation had preceded him,
He was planning great
him intelligent and salutary reforms.

schemes

for their welfare when

Gregory XVI. recalled him, to

send him on a mission of far higher importance and wider utility,

viz, that of apostolic nuncio to Brussels.

On his arrival at the

It was
Court of Brussels, he made a most favorable impression.
wella
and
scholar
evident to all that he was an accomplished

bred and courteous

gentleman.

Being the man he was, trusted

and respected by men of all classes and all parties, it was natural
that his influence and authority should be used to prevent or to

extinguish untimely discussion.

His moderation was like oil on

the troubled waters; and they were rough enough in Belgium
Disputes arose that required consummate
during those days.

skill and great learning to settle to the satisfaction of both parties; but the Nuncio succeeded in keeping peace among the
various factions. As the autumn of 1845 was drawing to a close,
Gregory XVI. was persuaded to recall Monsignor Pecci from a
post which he had filled with such credit to himself and the Holy
See, such benefit to religion, and such satisfaction to the Belgian

court, clergy, and people.

His recall from Brussels to be made

Bishop of Perugia, though intended by Gregory as a reward and
a promotion, removed from the great scene of active diplomatic
service a young man of surpassing ability, to bury him during

more than thirty-two years in the obscurity and limited usefulness of a bishop’s office in a provincial town.
The Perugians were impatiently awaiting their new bishop.
The city
Sixty thousand people lined the streets to greet him.
was decorated as if he were a royal personage whom all delighted
-
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they could not do enough for one who,

during his brief stay among them, had

done

so much

to better

the condition of all classes.

And how did he spend those thirty-two long years as Bishop
of Perugia?
He lost no time in doing his duty in educating his
flock to withstand the perils that beset their consciences, their
homes, their country. He instructed them diligently and solidly ;
he created churches and schools wherever most needed ; he promoted piety and education in every parish; he raised the standard of education in the seminaries destined for clerical students ;
he renovated the great schools of superior education.
He lifted
his eloquent voice in pastoral letters, to protest against the out-

rages and injustice done to religion and its chief,and warned by
writings the people of Italy and all Christendom against the
errors which unsettle and corrupt men’s minds in our age, and
against the vices that are begotten of unbelief, the unbridled

love of pleasure, and the loss of faith in the eternal world, with

its rewards and punishments.
It is hard to say which to praise
most in this laborious episcopate of thirty-two years— the works
accomplished by the Archbishop to foster faith, education, and
piety among the people, or the prophetic writings by which he
taught them Christian wisdom, and with them taught the whole

Christian world.

In 1877 he left Perugia by order of

dinal Camerlengo to that pope.

Pius

IX. to become Uar-

Pius IX. was now old and feeble,

and on February 7, 1878, the aged pontiff passed away.
Then
came the task of electing his successor.
That place was not to

be filled by the ambitious, but by the self-sacrificing.
The cardinals, sixty-four in number, entered into conclave to elect the

successor of Pius 1X.
On the first balloting
chim Pecci is announced twenty-three times.

the name of JoaNo other member

of the conclave receives anything near this number of votes. As
the name of Pecci comes up with ominous frequency, he is seen

to be greatly disturbed.
His pale, intellectual countenance is
overcast by an expression of mingled dismay and grief.
Still
the number twenty-three is not that of half the electors present,
and an absolute two-thirds’ majority is demanded by the canons
for election.
On
the second
ballot the name of Pecci is
repeated with even more significant frequency.
The number
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the number pres-

ent; on, on, the humber swells until it is increased to thirtyeight. When the number thirty is reached and passed, the pain,
the terror, of the

humble-minded

Camerlengo is uncontrollable.

Great tears roll down his cheeks, and his hand shakes so violently
Thirty-eight votes, howthat the pen it held fell to the floor,
ever, did not constitute a two-thirds’ majority. The third ballot
began. , The Cardinal’s distress must indeed have touched his
I+ was in their eyes only a further evidence
brethren deeply.
He was, they thought, the man needed to
of his worthiness.
The
guide the bark of Peter amid the tempest then raging.
The Oamerlengo sits prostrated as his
balloting proceeded.
name is mentioned with the same prophetic frequency, till the
preceding number, thirty-eight, was passed and forty-four votes

were recorded in his favor. It is more than a two-thirds’ majority, and leaves no room for further scrutiny. Will Cardinal Pecci
He sits mute, pale with ciosed eyes, as if his spirit
accept?
The master of cerewere far away from the place and scene.
the election caaccept
you
‘Will
seat.
his
monies approaches
asks, amid a
he
pontiff?”
supreme
nonically made of you as
own heart
his
silence so painful that one might almost hear
His whole frame shakes with
Cardinal Pecci arises.
beat.
With a quivering voice, but steadily
uncontrollable emotion.

and distinctly, he affirms his own unworthiness, but bows to the
“By what name do you wish to be
Divine will.
the name of Leo XIII.”, is the prompt answer.

called?”

“By

And this is the Leo XIII. whose Silver Jubilee we are on the
eve of celebrating—the Leo XIII. who stands forth in history a
great

man, a great

pope,

a great

and

eloquent

teacher

of all

He was a good and true man in every relation of life
mankind.
in which he was placed—a gentle, docile, loving son; a child
and a boy thoughtful beyond his years; a bright, joyous, manly,
And all the sweet promises which blossomed
generous boy.
forth in his boyhood and youth were realized in the rich fruits
of maturer years.

Ropert

L. Haygs, 03.
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“THE

HEAVENS.

The earth with its stupendous
Is grand beyond comment;
But

what

The

in

beauty

gorgeous

It stretches

like

can

mass

surpass

firmament?
a spacious

dome

O’er earth and tidy sea,
And on its bosom lightly roam
The cloud-world argosy.
A Raphael could not imitate
Its daintiness of hue,
Nor Milton’s genius adequate
With words, that profound

blue.

By

day it draws the longing eye
And fills the heart with love;
From many a soul there steals a sigh
To see the realms above.
But lo! ’gain eve the scene is changed:
That tender blue doth fade,
And in its stead night hath arranged
A dark and gloomy shade.
Yet darkness doth not rule supreme.
For gloom itself retires
When

myriad

lamps

of radiant

Emit their sparkling

beam

fires.

Fair silv’ry moon scales heaven’s wall
And smiles with face benign
While twinkling stars shed over all
A radiance divine.
Here Jupiter moves on his way
In brilliant majesty;
There Venus’ clear, refulgent ray
Wraps us in ecstasy.
While stretching thro’ th’ empyrean bright,
Behold the Milky Way,
Ne’er failing to diffuse its light
Until

the

break

of

day.

Yet these are but reflecte1
Of an eternal light—
All

voeal

with

the

swelling

rays
praise

Of their Creator’s might.
—EDWARD C.

SCHOEN,

’03.
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LICHTENWALD.

OF

CONRAD

(Part

I.)

Who soweth good seed shall surely
The year grows rich as it groweth
And

a

southwestern

Save,

Life’s

latest

sands

Austria,

are

on

lies the little village

reap ;
old,

its sands

the

of gold.—DORR.

right

of

bank

of Lichtenwald.

the

River

Long, long

It was one
ago, powerful castellans called it their home.
of the many strongholds sprinkled throughout central
Europe; but whereas its sister hamlets waxed large and strong,
the village itself,in spite of numerous hills, picturesque scenery,
fertile soil, and abundance of water,remained so weak and puny
In
that even to-day it hardly deserves a place on our maps.
those days, rich in strife and trouble, when might and right were
synonymous, people were forced to build places of refuge, and

therefore we need not be surprised to find in Lichtenwald, high
upon the hill, a formidable-looking castle visible
The river below wound slowly down the
tant.
When the
an impassable barrier to the enemy.
tones of warning, this castle offered protection

from miles disvalley, forming
tocsin sent out
to hundreds of

people within its walls until the storm blew over.
Toward the middle of the thirteenth century, Conrad goyerned the little town, just as his aicestors had been doing for
Happy were the people under the brave and
generations past.
virtuous knight, and happy was Conrad

himself.

His

subjects

loved him ; peace reigned throughout lower Carinthia ; his loving
wife, the pious Gertrude, made the family a veritable paradise ;
his two children were developing like rosebuds in

June — and so

what more could he desire? He had been married twice. His
en now
— Robert,
first union had been blessed with two childr
wife died
first
the
five—but
quite
not
seven; and Theresa,
shortly after the latter’s birth.

These

two little treasures were

the pride and joy of their noble father, and his second wife lavished upon them all her affections as if they were her own children.

On account of her

tender care

for the poor and the sick,
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and her ever ready disposition to pour the balm of consolation
on the wounds of the weary and troubled soul, Gertrude was
known throughout the neighborhood as the Angel of. Lichtenwald, and many indeed were the prayers sent toward heaven by
the grateful villagers for the health and preservation of their
kind mistress.
Conrad was the friend of all who knew him, with the single
exception of Ulrich of Drachenburg.
This was a rapacious,
unscrupulous robber, reigning as tyrant in a castle some
fourteen miles to the east.
From his eyrie, Ulrich was ready at
any moment to swoop down upon the unsuspecting travelers,
and from time to time he and his band of adventurers and

marauders went to the adjoining territories and spread fear and
desolation wherever their horses carried them.
The sight and
the reports of the happy tranquility in Lichtenwald, the constant example of virtue in Conrad, and the desire for his estates,
were some of the causes of Ulrich’s deep-rooted enmity ; but the

climax was the marriage

of Gertrude.

Drachenburg

blood-stained villain that he was, had
when, after many attempts, his projects

himself,

sought her hand and,
failed, he swore to win

by foul means what in honor he could never obtain.
Heading the list of Conrad’s friends was Otto of Oberburg,
who lived about twenty-five miles to the

northwest

of

Lichten-

wald. United in joys and sorrows, comrades from early childhood,
they were indeed but one heart and one soul.
Two years ago,
they had bid each other farewell, ¢nd now Otto had returned
to his family after a long visit to the Holy Land.
It was
the age of faith, the age of the Crusades, when kings and nobles

were willing to give life and
hallowed

by

the

living

blood for the sake of the places

presence

of

their

God.

The

return

brought with it feasts and banquets.
Could Conrad refuse the
earnest invitation to be present at the celebrations in Oberburg,
even though Gertrude lay sick in bed? No, he could not. Promising by all means to be back again in three days, Conrad,
accompanied by forty men in richest

the first banquet.

attire,

hastened

to

share

Joy, happiness, merriment, and contentment

reigned in every circle.
The festal board was graced with whatever choice viands the woods afforded and with whatever old
wines the cellars contained.
The hours passed as moments, and

when on the third day Conrad made

known

his intention to re-
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turn home, everyone besought him to postpone his departure.
“ Even Nature”, they said, “wants you to remain here, for the

rains of the night render

the woods almost impassable”.

Not

wishing to offend; and-entertaining hopes that the storm might
soon abate, he consented to wait until the afternoon. At midday

the arrival of new guests occasioned further solicitations to remain; but assuring them that his wife would worry too much if
he did not return at the appointed time, he told his men to
remain and enjoy the festivities a few days longer, whilst he
hurried. to Lichtenwald, accompanied by his trusty old mastiff

Carlo.

Little

did

he or his friends imagine that this was to be

their last meeting.

In the meantime, on this very afternoon, Robert and Theresa
sat at their sick mamma’s bedside, trying by filial affection, loving caresses, and soothing words of sympathy, to make the hours
pass pleasantly for her.
The presence of the children was for

her a sweet and powerful! medicine.
“Mamma”, spoke Robert, “ you look so white and so different
than you used to.
Won’t you soon be well again?”
“ Yes, my child, with the help of the good God, I expect to be .

able to go out again soon.”
“Oh, how nice?” cried little Theresa, in an ecstacy of joy,
“and then we can walk again in the park, and see the little
birds and the flowers, can’t we, mamma?”
“ Yes, my dear, you can go out as soon as papa comes home.”
“ When will papa come back — tonight?” asked Robert.
“You know, my good little ones, that he promised to be here
to-day. but I am afraid he will not come, because the weather

till noon

was

so

bad,”

and as she spoke an anxious look over-

spread her features.
To keep up the children’s interest and to break the monotony,

the nurse brought a basket of pictures of their ancestors, painted
from life.
For one reason or another, unexplained by the chronicler of the times, they had never seen the pictures before. After
they had examined a few of them, they came to the picture of a

woman in the twenties, of exceptional beauty. Looking for a
moment at the face, Robert turned to his little sister and said :
“That is the lady I saw in my dream

last

night,

pray to-night for papa, because he was in danger.”

telling

On

me

to

hearing

these words, Gertrude grew pale as death and trembled so much
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that the two children were frightened. She knew that picture
but too well—it was that of their dead mother; and as regards
the dream, was it a warning she sent from heaven?
Robert had
to relate
to crush
that she
The

his dream, and every word
her.
She was so overcome
had to dismiss the children
sun shone smilingly after

fell
by
and
the

on Gertrude’s soul as if
the recital of the details
seek rest.
morning’s rain
— he was

now in the far west
— but no sign of Conrad’s return.

'I'wilight

was fast obscuring the earth
— still Conrad did not arrive.
Gertrude was growing more and more anxious, and sought. consolation in prayer.
Every few minutes she asked if her husband
had not yet made his appearance, only to receive the same

answer,

that

he

might

come

at any moment.

Darkness

had

already set in, and still Conrad was absent.
The two children
came to kiss their mother good-night and, kneeling at her bedside, poured forth their young fears and desires in a prayer so
simple and so fervent that it drew tears to the eyes of all who
heard it; and He who is the lover of pure hearts must certainly
have taken delight in these little innocents.
They then left for
the night and cried themselves to sleep.
Gertrude was too
troubled to sleep.
The entire household prayed for the safe
keeping of their lord.
And well indeed might they pray, for if

ever Conrad of Lichtenwald needed help from heaven, he needed
it that night!
Victor Scuuirzer, 704.
( To be continued.)

ONLY.
Only a gleam of sunshine
After a day of gloom;
Yet it brings both warmth
Into a doleful room.

and

blessing

Only a strain of sweet music
Wafted upon the air;
Yet

some sad
And Peace

Only

heart knows its meaning
is master there.

a smile of welcome

And loving clasp of hands;
But oh! what ineffable pleasure

To

him

who

understands.
—ALOYS

C.

ANGEL,

’04.
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LOVE

AND

(A Word

Picture.)

HONOR.

Ji] HAT a train of thought passes through my mind as I
om {' stand before the prize picture, “’Twixt Love and
HE
Honor”.
The painting undoubtedly deserves all the
admiration it receives.
Not only is the picture re-

markable for beauty of conception, for variety of well-chosen
colors, and delicacy of touch, but also for a wealth of detail in
complete harmony with the central thought.
Before me lies an open space, perhaps fifty feet across.
The
ground is covered with soft, rich grass, while trees surround the
entire space, except where the narrow path that leads to the extremity of the forest loses itself in the shadowy distance.
A
serene blue sky overcanopies the path, while in the farther distance the indistinct maze of the trees bespeaks the vastness of
the forest.
The heavily-foliaged trees stand in serried ranks,
while dense underbrush fills al] the space between their massive
trunks.
Here and there a flowering bush rears its head above
the lesser shrubs, while graceful ferns are seen lurking beneath

the thick undergrowth, and some of the bolder species have
found their way to the skirt of the forest and even into the open
space beyond.
Almost
front, a stretch of old,
decay, can be seen.
are also two stumps of

obscured behind some of the trees to the
moss-covered fence, half broken down by
Along the edge of the cleared space there
trees, the upper parts of which have been

slightly evened so as to make

comfortable

seats

for those. who

frequent the spot.
A gallant gray horse, breathing heavily from severe exertion,
stands prominently in the foreground to the left.
The heavy
wreaths of vapor that issue from the animal’s nostrils tell us that

it must be one of the cooler days of early fall.

The horse has a

very pleasing appearance: its head is small with knotted veins;
the dark eyes are large and prominent; the long ears are thrown

forward as if it were conscious of the events about to take place.
A dark-brown saddle is held in position by a broad

strap.
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stirrups are covered with heavy leather, elaborately em-

wooden

The

bossed.

reins which, like the bridle, were made to match

the saddle, hang loosely over the horse’s neck.
The master of the horse, a tall and slender, but graceful,
youth, without coat or hat and with sleeves turned up, stands at

From all appearances, he is an officer in the

the animal’s head.

His long vest is of a light blue shade, with
Continental army.
beautiful geld trimmings, while the large tie he wears is of
His hose is of a delicate pink,
white cloth, fringed with lace.

with silver button fastenings. His long blonde hair
and held together by a black ribbon just above the
By his general appearance we can see that he is
some great mental strain, for he stands with knitted

is gathered
shoulders.
undergoing
brows, gaz-

ing fixedly at an old soldier opposite him. His right hand grasps
the hilt of his drawn sword, while his left clasps the keen blade.

His whip and scabbard are carelessly thrown at his feet.
With nervously clasped hands,

upon

Ah!

his shoulder.

a beautiful

honor he now stands in agonizing suspense.

medium

height

and

young

lady leans

this is his love, *twixt whom and his
She is a woman

of

fair complexion, with light hair and deep

Her eyes are also
blue eyes, and is handsomely dressed in red.
fixed on the old soldier whose white hair proves that he is con-

siderably older than the youthful pair that stand facing him.
His dress is like that of his opponent, only it is all of dark
blue, with gold trimmings. His face is turned toward the ground
The deep furrows in his sunken cheeks
and slightly from us.
also

attest

his

advanced

Leaning against a tree with his

age.

right arm, he thrusts his naked sword into the soft soil at his feet.
Undoubtedly, the two have met to settle

the field of honor.
all of whom

their

grievances on

For further proof of this we see three seconds,

seem to be army officers. The two that are standing

seem busily engaged in conversation, while the third, taking advantage of the rustic seat,is staring at the ground in deep study.
On the one side stands
The situation is as yet undecided.
the beautiful young lady to whom

She

has

come

pledged her, not

to the

spot

to endanger

the young officer is betrothed.

to beseech

him, by the love he has

his life which now belongs to her

as much as it does to himself. On the other stands honor. His
proud spirit cannot stoop to so cowardly an act as to refuse the
challenge.
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Love? Honor? Which shall win? What cruel thoughts are not
torturing his heart as he stands there, motionless as a statue,
and the choice ’twixt love and honor remains yet to be made?

EpwarpD

A
EN
R

A. BLUMENTHAL. 703.

MATHEMATICAL

SOPHISM.

the July, 1900, number of the Praeco Latinus
the following mathematical sophism, by means

appeared
of which

an effort is made to prove that any number a is equal to
any other number 3; or, in general, that all numbers are
equal to each other.

“ Auctor

We copy from the Praeco :—

aliquis contendit numeros

“aequationi a — b satisfieri posse,
“*Sequens illius est demonstratio.

“ Addit a et 6, harumque

omnes

quidquid

quantitatum

esse aequales, et
sit a, quidquid

summam

3,

indicat per

“litteram s, ita

@a+tbo=6.
“Ex hac aequatione deducit deinceps et ex ordine, secundum
“ regulas arithmeticas, aut algebrae elementa, si mavis :—
a+ b>
a—s=—b
e
b—s=—a
a (a—s)

a?

=

— ab

(6—
8s) =——ab

a (a— s)=—6b(b—s)
a —as= 6b? — ba
—as +s’ = 6 —bs +

8?

4+

[so 57,°
a5

se

‘““Omnes scimus demonstrationem
“erat sagax qui indicat peccatum?”
Taking up the demonstration

(a—3)?

datam claudicare, sed quis
(p. 223.)

at the point where it is stated

= (6—3)?

we observe that, after extracting the square root, the double sign
(+) is omitted.
In this omission lies the sophism.
From this
point the demonstration should proceed as follows :—

+ (a
— 3) =

+ (6 — 3)
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Which of the signs are to be taken, and how are they to be
combined?
-+ and 4+, or — and —, or + and —?
Since a + 6 = s, it is evident that either @ or } is > } and
the other < §.
Let us suppose that a@ > b, since by hypothesis they are un-

equal. We shall then have a > § and 6 < $.
Now if a > §, then
a — $ > 0; andifb < §, then b— 5 <a.
From this it follows that in the equation

+ (Ca)

= 2 {h- §)

the conditions of the problem require that the + sign be retained before (a — $) and the — sign before (4 — $).
In consequence

G2

= ree

oria'+-b

='s

which lands us at our starting point.
CLARENCE

AD

KRAMER, 708.

APOLLINEM.

(Hor,

Carm:

Liby

i,

3h.)

What asks the poet at Phoebus’ shrine
As from the bowl he pours new wine?
What prays he for?
The harvests great
That in Sardinia generate?
Not hot Calabria’s fatted kine;
Not gold, nor Indic iv’ry. fine;
Not fields whose banks the Liris

Indents with waters

so tranquil.

Prune

with

they

the

vine

Calnic

still
knife

Whom fate doth give such luck in life:
From golden cups let rich men drain
The

wine

acquired

by

traffic’s

gain.

To gods he’s dear who thrice a year
Doth safe toward the Atlantic steer.
The olive cheap, the chick’ry grain,
And mallows light my life sustain.
O

grant

me

Lato,

with

mind

inspired,

To use with health my goods acquired,
And, harp in hand, old age to see—
This, ah! this, I beg of thee.
—JAMES RYAN, ’04.
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STATEMENT

Patrons,

AND FRIENDS :—

In presenting the first number of THe Expongent to the
Alumni, patrons, and friends of the Institute, the editors are
inclined

to consider

any

statement

as to the

cause

pearance as wholly unneccessary, for the magazine
felt want and meets the persistent demands
the best interests of the Institute at heart.

of

its

ap-

fills a long-

of all

who

have

As its name indicates, THz Exponent purports to be an index
of student life at St. Mary’s Institute in all its varied phases and
aspects.
Its pages will contain representative work of the students in the various departments of literature and science in

which their mental activity is exercised, and a detailed chronicle
of the events of college life at the

Institute

special interest to the wide circle
friends of students of the Institute.

We launch our venture with the fervent

PONENT may

meet the expectation of

their fullest approbation and
.

that will

of parents,

its

prove

of

relatives, and

hope

that Tur

friends

and

support.
Tae

Ex-

deserve

Eprrors,
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at poetry,

at our attempts

College

Our readers may marvel

Verse.

and possibly we may, in the eyes of many a critic,
It will not
be open to the charge of pretentiousness.

be amiss, therefore, to speak

a word

having

ample

justification

for

“art

the

cultivating

a real

in itself would

poet in embryo among our number, which
nish

Waiving

of vindication.

the possibility, not to say the probability, of our

of

fur-

arts”, we

still contend that exercise in verse is most useful to the college
student, and of no mean advantage to any lover of literature.

Our first object in devoting attention to poetry is to give a tone
Nothing does this more effectively than the
to our magazine.
“ divine art”, and with reason. It bespeaks more than ordinary

effort, more than ordinary ability on the part of the student. It
is the condensation of whole volumes of lore into stanzas, or even

into verses, thus enabling the reader to drink in at one draught
what, under the circumstances, would take him hours to drain.
concise, and

What, for instance, could be more felicitous, more
yet fuller of meaning than Tennyson’s
‘¢ Flower in the cranpied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies;
I hold you here, root and all in my hand,
Little flower —but if I could understand
What

you

I should

are,

root

and

know

what

God

all,

all

and

and man

in

all,

is.”’

Moreover, versification is an incalculable aid to the student of
It makes him marshall his thoughts, which
English literature.
is the beginning of serious thinking, and

promotes

flexibility of

language by obliging him to dress his ideas in varied style,
If, on occasion,
according to the demands of metre and rhythm.
accuracy to
of
as is quite frequent with tyros, a slight sacrifice
the exigencies of versification must be made, the profit derived
From the fact that the
from the exercise is nevertheless great.

writer —if he be not a slovenly one—uses a word or a phrase in
a slightly constrained sense, we are led to conclude that he was
aware of the inadequacy of his expression, that he has turned

over and over, examined

it in various

it

lights, compared it with

all possible synonyms or equivalents, and then, having exhausted

his means of research, has been obliged to content himself with
it after all. Has all this labor been wasted effort? Certainly
not, The rigorous handling to which the writer has subjected
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his work bears fruit a hundredfold.
He is now perfectly acquainted, not only with the expression in hand, but with a host
of others that sprang up in the course of his scrutiny, and has
learned to make the fine discriminations existing between them.
He can thereafter treat the subtleties of thought with the skillful hand of an artist.
Why is it that in most colleges classical students are obliged
to write Latin and Greek verse?
Is it with the intention of

giving the world another Virgil or Homer?

Decidedly not.

sole aim is to give the student a better insight

into

The

his classics,

to familiarize him with his author’s metre and style, thus enabling him to recognize them readily, and to imbue his mind so
thoroughly with idiomatic words and phrases as to afford a
moderate command over the language. The same is our purpose
in attempting English verse. The admonition of Horace against
‘* mediocre poets” has come home to us. But our ambition is not
to become poets —it is merely to acquire a certain command

over our mother-tongue, an ambition that ought to be cherished
in every heart.
Consequently, if any of our

:
readers, competent

to

judge

of

poetry, are shocked at our bungling attempts, we trust that, in
consideration of what has just been said, thev will not be overlavish, nor over-harsh in their criticisms.
eoege

Chicago

hoege

* hoege

The secretary of the Chicago branch of the St. Mary s

Alumni.

Alumni Association has forwarded a report on the
banquet given January 21,1903.
What an agreeable
surprise to find “THe Exponrent” on the list of toasts! We take
advantage of this occasion to thank the members of the Association for the interest they take in our work, and especially Mr.
Edward M. Miller, who was so generously thoughtful as to remember THE Exponent at the banquet of January 21st.
As love begets love, so does interest beget interest, and we
feel ourselves moved to watch the rising sun of our friends’

success

in the same

especially, are

doing.

spirit as they watch ours; and a few of us,

actuated

by more

Our days at St. Mary’s

longing expectation,
regret, do we look

and yet
forward

than

ordinary

Institute are
not without
to the time

motives

numbered.

in

so

With

some admixture of
when we .will lay
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down the banner of “ Esse

quam

videri” and march beneath the

floating standard of “ Tibi semper fideles”’.
The members of the Chicago section of the St. Mary’s Institute
Alumni Association have every reason to beproud. Their success
has been as marvelous as unprecedented. Considering the time of

their existence as an organization, they are marvelously well
established.
The members are bound together by ties closer
than ordinary social relations; they are “one in mind, one in
heart”; they are “ Alumni” in the rigorous, etymological sense
of the word. We look earnestly forward to the day when, following

the

example

of their

Chicago

brethren, the Alumni in

other cities will also establish local organizations.
ooo

Dr. Stafford’s
“Macbeth”.
on

Wednesday,

eage

heats

The members of the St. Mary’s Institute Literary Circle attended the lecture on “ Macbeth”
given by Dr. Stafford in the Y. M. O. A. Hall
February

4th.

It was undeniably

tual treat, and all were profuse in their eulogiums.

an

intellec-

The recita-

tions, notably the one—
‘‘Ts this a dagger which I see before me,.
The handle toward my hand?”’’

and the passage showing Macbeth’s remorse—
‘*Tf ’twere done when ’tis done,
It were done quickly,”

then ’twere well

were executed with dramatic effect.
Without doubt, Dr. Stafford ranks
Shakespeare’s recent commentators.
those on “ Hamlet” and on “ Macbeth”,
throughout the country.
His intimate

among the greatest of
His lectures, especially
have made him famous
familiarity with all the

poet’s works; the readiness with which he associates passages in
different scenes, different acts, and different plays; the nicety
with which he traces the development of a character and sheds
light upon its inner workings; the skill with which he brings
out contrasts intended as such by the author; and above all, the
forcibleness with which he brings out the grand moral: “crime,
remorse, punishment”—a moral that underlies everyone of
Shakespeare’s plays — all this furnishes evidence of Dr. Stafford’s
keen insight into the great mind, the comprehensive genius of
the poet.
Ebwarp C. Scnorn, 08.
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For a long time the earnest desire has been enter-

tained among the students at St. Mary’s to organize a team for track gymnastics in order to derive

the exercises the many advantages which they afford.

Now,

at length, their fond wishes seem to be realized, and, though the
weather does not yet permit outdoor work, the club, with the
necessary Officers, has been formed and will enter upon regular

training in the near future.
Yet, on no account will the energetic boys permit the decline
of the interest always shown in baseball.
It is their intention,
rather, to perfect the art of playing this most fascinating of all

games.

Indeed, there is nothing so conducive to giving the ball

player the finishing touch than all-round athletics.
To expatiateon the utility of such a team would be a mere
waste of time.
Its advantages are too obvious: it promotes
health; puts the mind into a better frame for study; gives a
graceful form and appearance to the body; and prevents that

most loathesome of vices, laziness— and all this is done without
any serious risk of life or limb.
To furnish and support a track team does not require a great
outlay ; the apparatus needed are few and their cost but trifling.

Here again everything favors such an undertaking.
A team without
pects here are very
person will admit.
speed ; another is a
physical strength;

good material is of little value, but the prosencouraging, as we think every voll informed
One of our members carries a gold medal for
veritable colossus in external appearance and
and another, as he so ingeniously put its

would, if properly stationed, view the torch on the Statue of
of Liberty without straining a single muscle. Finally, many of
the boys have only abandoned the athletic association and gymnasium at home to enter upon their more arduous tasks at

college, and these, also, form
Since, as above

stated, the

excellent material for a good teamdaily

exercise

of the

body does

not hinder, but rather benefits, the fresh and vigorous application of the mind, the track team deserves special commendation,

Still there are always

some —and

we are glad to state they are

but few
— that object to such sport, saying that it too readily
dissipates the mind of the student.
For such our answer is

short:
bition ”.

‘The abuse of a good thing never authorizes its prohiARTHUR

SCHELLINGER, 705.
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Pontifical Jubilee
Celebration.

On the night of the 19th of February, the
members of the St. Mary’s Institute Literary Circle gave an entertainment in honor

of the Silver Pontifical Jubilee of His Holiness, Leo XIII. We
quote from the columns of the Dayton Daily News, of February 20th :—
“Tt is a matter of regret that the public could not have enjoyed the
excellent program which was for the benefit of the several hundred
priests, brothers and pupils of the college, who nearly filled the large hall.
Near the stage was a large picture of His Holiness, surmounted by
two beautiful

silk American

large and

exclusively

There

a buzz

was

of

male
voices,

flags,

and

audience
except

draped with the papal

needed

during

no
the

one to

colors.

maintain

performance,

when

The

order.
it was

unnecessary to make that familiar request to keep quiet.
The program opened with an overture, ‘‘The Diadem’’ (Herman), by
the orchestra.
Then followed a biographical sketch of Leo XIII. by
Robert S. Hayes, ’03, after which a chorus of more than one hundred
voices sang ‘‘O Shining Light”, with the orchestral accompaniment. Then
was

given

a sketch of Leo

XIII., Pontifix

Maximus,

by Edward

C. Schoen,

°03, followed by the chorus who again filled the stage and gave Weigand’s
Jubilee Hymn.
Two scenes from Shakespeare’s ‘‘King John” followed, in which a
little lad,

Joseph

Ernst,

took the part of Prince

Arthur.

He is worthy

of

especial notice.
He proved an attractive little person in his princely
attire, while the difficult lines were so naturally spoken and the acting so
spontaneous, that the childish, loving tones could not fail to impress the
most ambitious.
Between the acts the orchestra gave the Anniversary March, by Rosey,
and

Muller’s

serenade

and

waltz,

‘‘To

Thee’.

Then

followed

two

scenes

from ‘*The Merchant of Venice ’’, in which Edward Schoen as ‘‘ Shylock”
was especially commendable.
The program closed with a march.
It was an amateur performance without many of its disadvantages,
but with the advantages of the professional,
settings and costumes, actors (for there were

namely, appropriate stage
no actresses), whose lines

were so familiar that one forgot they had been learned, and so actor and
audience seemed to enter into the spirit that made the entertainment a
pronounced success.
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top

Pontifix

Rob’t
os Ga
Chorus

oe
and

Edw. C. Schoen,
and

Orchestra.

II.—ScENES

FROM

CHARACTERS

IN

SHAKESPEARE.

KING

JOHN.

Alex

Arthur

de

Schoen,

Jos.

Burgh

FURGCUUIONGYS

’03

Wiegand

John.

Hubert

°03

ek See et ea ew eek Baclsiee shea Adams
Orchestra.

Maximus

PART

Prince

S. Hayes,

HYMN
Chorus

King

Herman

M.

sau sb

Dosis s Calcs eee

CHARACTERS

IN

The Duke of Venice
Shylock
Antonio
Bassanio
Gratiano
Salarino

ee eee ae

THE

ee

MERCHANT

ee See j Jona
OF:

Ernst,

Trainor,
Heber

VENICE.

:

Chas. Wetzel,
Edw. Schoen,
Edw. Grimes,
C. Gochoel,
Edw. Blumenthal,
Elmer Stoecklein,

Clerk of the Court
Portia
Nerissa

KING

JoHN,

Act

MarcH—‘‘The
KinG

JoHN,

SERENADE

KinG

III.,

Anniversary”’

Act IV.,
AND

Scene

Arthur’s

Death

Planned.

Orchestra.
1—Hubert

WALTZ—‘‘To

and

Prince

Arthur.

Thee’’
Orchestra.

JOHN, Act IV., Scene 2—The King’s Remorse.

TROMBONE

SOLO—‘'Beyond
By

THE

Scene 3—Prince

MERCHANT

the Gates of Paradise”

F. Leong.—Orchestra

OF

Neal and King

Accompaniment.

VENICE, Act I., Scene 3—The

Bargain.

W AaLTz—‘‘Please Let Me Sleep’’
Orchestra.

THE

MERCHANT

OF VENICE,

MarcH—‘‘ Boccaccio”

Act IV., Scene 1—The Trial.
Orchestra.
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The religious celebration took place the following
a solemn high mass was sung at 8 o’clock a. M., during
Reverend President of the Institute, in an eloquent
eulogized the beneficent action of the papacy on the
the world.

ee
League of the
Sacred Heart.

ele

day when
which the
discourse,
destiny of

tet

The League of the Sacred Heart, introduced into the Institute two years ago, is

now in a most flourishing condition.
It
numbers two hundred and twenty-seven associates among our
students. The third Sunday of each month is the day appointed

for the Communion of Reparation, and, thanks to the zeal of the
promoters, all our members of the League approach the Holy
Table on each occasion.
The first Friday is always a red-letter

day in the college on account of the great number of communions,.
On February 6th there was a solemn reception of the follow-

ing promoters:
Charles Gerwels,

Fred Andres,

Leo

Berthold,

Harry

Joseph Horn, John Kuenle, Anthony

Biesinger,
Schaefer,

Leo Sievers. The ceremonial was greatly enchanced by the
musical program. The League feels itself deeply indebted to the
director of the choir for the excellent choice of
the organist for his artistic accompaniment and

selections

which

opened

and

closed

the

songs, and to
the beautiful

service.

The

Very

Reverend President, in an eloquent address, explained how the
devotion to the Sacred Heart is the devotion of the Modern
Times.
We are overjoyed to state that the associates seem to grow
more and more in the knowledge and love and the devotion to
the Sacred Heart, the sweetest and most practical of devotions.

The spirit of piety, and the

love

of discipline, so conspicuous

among the pupils, are evident proofs that our dear Savior ever
blesses the establishments in which His Sacred Heart is honored.

First

Term

Examinations.

A

public

reading

of February
Faculty occupied the stage.

Hall.

of the results of the first

term examinations was made

3d, in the

in the afternoon

Institute

Hall.

The

Only students were admitted to the

As the most successful

student

of each

class

arose

at
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the President’s call, he was greeted by a burst of music from the

orchestra.

The following is a list of firsts according to classes:

Class.

Name

Graduating (classical),
First Classical,

Second Classical,
Third Classical,
Fourth Classical,
Graduating (scientific )
First Commercial,
Second Commercial,
Third Commercial,
Fourth Commercial,
First Grammar,
Second Grammar,
Third Grammar,
Fourth Grammar,
Fifth Grammar,

Per cent.

Edw.

C. Shoen,

97.

:

Alex

Schoen,

95.

:

Charles Werst,
Joseph Mayl,
Charles Wayland,
Clarence Kramer,
Leo Kramer,
David Kersting,
Joseph Clasgens,
Vincent Kleine,
John Emler,
Earl Bowers,
Frank Von der Hoya,
Harold Gray,
Joseph Weser,

92.
99.
99.
96.
93.
96.
99.
98.
98.
98.
99.
96.
90.

ee

de

eet

Literary

At the regular meeting of

Circle.

of officers by secret ballot took place, the
showing the following unanimous results:
President
Vice-President
Secretary

-

-

-

-

~

January 15th the election

-

-

-

returns

Robert S. Hayes
Chas. J. Wetzel

Clarence

J.

Gochoel

The new officers were installed and immediately entered upon their duties.
The Committee on the Revision of the Constitution and By-Laws
reported favorably and after three

readings which brought forth general discussion and several
amendments, the Amended Constitution and By-Laws were
accepted

and

ratified.

On February 5th, 1t was moved and carried that Mr. George
Heithaus of the First Classical Class be admitted as an active
member of the Circle.
At

the

several

meetings,

the

Moderator

reported

on

the

Circle pins and ribbons, and also notified the members that Tur
Exponent would be in print for the March number.
more, he announced that on the evening of February

Further20th, the

eve of the Pontificial Jublilee, an entertainment would be given
under the auspices of the Literary Circle. The event was called
“Shakespearean

Night.”

Upon the occasion several of the most
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thrilling acts of King John and The Merchant

of

Venice

were

presented to the public.
Following are the debates in order :—
January

15—RESOLVED,

That the Works

of Nature

are

Francis

Wong

More

Beauti-

ful than the Works of Art.
Affirmative— Messrs.

Chas.

Linton

and

Long.

Negative—Messrs. Chas. Will and Aloys Angel.
Decision in favor of the affirmative.
January

War,

22—RESOLVED,

such as Dynamite,

That the Invention

of Deadly

Instruments

of

Machine Guns, ete., is of Advantage to Mankind.

Affirmative—Messrs.

Edw.

Blumenthal

and

Clarence

Kramer.

Negative—Messrs. Victor Schlitzer and Wm. Stoecklein.
Decision in favor of the affirmative.
January 30—RESOLVED, That the Farmer is a greater Benefactor to
the Community than the Manufacturer.
Affirmative—Messrs. Jno. Hoban and Louis Leibold.
Negative—Messrs. Emmett Sweetman and R. Rottermann.
Decision in favor of the negative
February 5—RESOLVED, That the American Republic is More Powerful than Ancient Rome.
Affirmative—Messrs. Robert Hayes and Leo Kramer.
Negative—Messrs. Elmer Stoecklein and Chas. Wetzel.
Decision in favor of the negative.
In this debate Secretary Gochoel acted as chairman, since both the
President

and

Vice-President

were participants.

February

16—RESOLVED, That a Limited
the Happiness of a People than a Republic.

Affirmative—Messrs.
Negative—Messrs.

Edw.

Alex.

Monarchy

better

secures

Schoen and Alph. Pater.
Schoen

and

Morgan

Trainor.

Decision in favor of the affirmative.
The following lectures were delivered:
January 15—Edgar Allen Poe
January 22—Events Leading to the Boer War
January

30—Liquid

Air

-

-

February 5—Henry Wadsworth Eouitetiow
February 16—Louis XVI.
The Psalm of
Don’t Give up
Let the World
The Wreck of

Edw. C. Schoen
Robert S. Hayes
J. Edward

Grimes

Alex. H. Schoen
Clarence J. Gochoel

-

The declamations were as follows:
Life
the Ship, Boys
Know that You’re a Man
the Hesperus
-

Leo Kramer
Emmett Sweetman
Morgan Trainor
Alex. Schoen

Declamations were dropped for a time in view of forthcoming events.
After the usual course of work the Moderator favored the Circle with

choice readings and recitations upon interesting subjects.
C.

J.

GOCHOEL,

Secretary.
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CHICAGO

THE

The Chicago
the Alumni

a

tt Al}nea

section

of

is fast becom-

ing an ideal organization.
The saying “In union
there is strength,” will always be borne out.
That
there

Avex. M. Buumentaat,

‘94. President.

Ng

is

kind

the

most

endur-

of

union

amoung

Alumni

is a

fact beyond question.

The

the Chicago
members

keep

EDWARD

M. MILLER,

94

Vice-President.

constantly

in touch with one another,
in business and in social
life, and the promptness
with which they attend

meetings and the enthusiasm thev display at extraordinary reunions, such

J. Kemper, “4, gg the recent
AubERT Treasurer.
January

banquet

:

of

20th, are admira-

J: MINK™, 0}
74008Secretary.

ble in the highest degree.
We are informed on the
best authority that the
banquet of January 20th,
at the Palmer House, was
a grand success.
Brother
J. B. Kim, who chanced
to be in the city at the
time, was the guest of
OscAR

C. MILLER,

Orator

92,

honor.

He

was

most

JOSEPH

C. WINDBIEL,

Toastmaster.

92
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favorably impressed with
the spirit manifested at
the reunion,and expressed

himself

as

exceedingly

well-pleased with all that
he saw and heard, stating
that he never had, in his
wide experience, observed Joszrx C. oats,
a greater cordiality, and
amore sincere, Christian

MATHIAS N. BLUMENTHAL

97.

94

charity at any reunion of young men, so that he was forcibly
reminded of what we read of the agapes of the first Christians ;
there was the same union of hearts and souls.

After justice had been done to the menu, Toastmaster Joseph»
The toasts
’92, called upon the members in turn.
Windbiel,
CO.
responded to were as‘ follows :—

.

The Exponent
Remarks

Edward M. Miller,
Edward M. Kahoe,

-

Shoptalk
Higher Education
:
Graft
Tibi

Semper

Alex. M. Blumenthal, ’94 Albert J. Kemper, 794 °
Joseph F. Zangerle, ’94 ,

-

-

-

The Ladies
Friendship
Christmas

John Burgmeier,
Jacob J. Minke,
Oscar C. Miller,

-

N.

Mathias

Fideles

We regret very much not
texts of these toasts, so much
Brother J. B. Kim they were
were replete with the noblest

Blumenthal,

’94 ,
’01

’02
’01
’92 ~
’97

to be able to give our readers the
the more as on the testimony of
all admirably well rendered, and
thoughts, inspired by the sound

principles of Christianity.
pe

The

Chicago

Alumni,

ete

at

este

a meeting

held

December

elected the following officers for the coming year :—
President
Vice-President
Treasurer

Secretary
Orator
Toastmaster

-

-

~

-

Alex. M. Blumenthal, ’94
Edward M. Miller, ’94

-

Albert J. Kemper,

°94

-

Jacob J. Minke,
Oscar C. Miller,

’01
’92

-

.

Joseph

C. Windbiel,

17th,

’92
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The flourishing condition of the Chicago Alumni

Association

is due to the active interest displayed by the members in keeping

in touch with one another and with their Alma Mater, and maintained by strict organization and frequent general meetings for
business and pleasure.
Their younger aspiring brethren of THE
Exponent extend heartiest wishes that they may alwavs maintain their association on its present flourishing footing.

We are inclined to think that if the Alumni in the larger
centers would organize local bodies on the model of the Chicago
organization, they would find in such organization a resolution
of the difficulty they encounter in keeping alive an active interest in the Alumni association, while yearly prevented by dis-

tance and business or professional duties from forgathering with
their associates in Dayton on the night of the Annual Commencement.
efeose2.

eoafe

See2,

2.

Mr. Harry Finke, ’02, is on the City Surveyor’s corps.
Mr. Matthew
Missouri.

Murray, 01, is

a Deputy

County

Surveyor

Mr. John Burgmeier, 702, has accepted a promising

in

position

in Chicago.
Mr. Jacob Minke, ’01, is pursuing a course

of studies

at the

Rush Medical College.
We are glad to learn that Mr. Carl Pater,
his studies at Ann Arbor.

’02,

Mr. Joseph F. Nash, ’96, is filling a responsible
position in Syracuse, N. Y.
Three

of

last

year’s

Seniors

have

entered

Mr. Frank Schiller is at Kenrick Seminary,
Angel brothers, John and Ferdinand, have
Seminary, Baltimore.

is

continuing

and lucrative
the

Seminary,

St. Louis, and the
entered St. Mary’s

THE Exponent is in receipt of a neat business card bearing
the title, Field & Case, Attorneys-at-Law, South Bend. Gaylord
H. Case, ’99, figured

prominently

pitcher on the diamond.
his success.

in

his

class,

We extend

our

heartiest

and

also

wishes

as

a

for
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will

maintain,

department, especially

alumni, and
the
heart

undergraduates.
to

keep

alive

feel for their Alma

The
the

a

devoted

designed to serve as

tion between the graduates

as

permanent

themselves,

interest

an

of the

of intercommunica-

and between them and

of Tue

which

feature,

to the interests

a medium

promoters
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all true

have at

Alumni

must

Mater and all her sons, old and young.

They

therefore most earnestly bespeak the aid of all former students
in making this department serve its intended purpose.

an

SENIOR

DIVISION.

The sole ambition of the students has at last been
Our track team, which has been the main
realized.
Team.
topic of conversation of late, has become a most substantial reality. A present there are about twenty-five applicants
Mary’s will not
athletes.

mar

the

high

reputation

the

of

which

Ata meeting of the Athletic Association

by

St,

students

as

made

the showing

for the team, an4, in all probability,

took

place

on Thursday, February 5th, James Ed. Grimes, of Chicago, II1.,
was elected as manager of the team, and Arthur Schellinger, of
We are confident
Mishawaka, Ind, was chosen to captain it.
and do not think
prudent,
been
has
case
each
in
choice
our
that
uniform will
college
The
them.
made
having
regret
shall
we

consist of a black shirt and white pants, with a white monogram
on the breast, including the letters S and M.
ode

1903
Base-Ball

Team.

oes
4

afeede

As the base-ball season

draws

nearer

nearer,

and

| the interest in the national game is rapidly

reviv-

At the meeting of Feb-

ing among the students.

ruary ! th, Ed. U. Schoen, of Chicago, Ill., was unanimously elected manager of the team for 1903, and James KE:

Grimes was chosen to fill the office of captain.

Our prospects for the coming campaign cannot be said to be
as bright as those of 1902 were, but by persistent hard work, we

hope to put a successful nine on the diamond again this year.
242.

preg

Among
the

Boxers.

*.

ofeege

$42,

ozoege

Jerry Hayes has been training for the past month
trying to get off superfluous flesh, and is now ready

to meet all comers of the bantam weight class, within
three

days’

notice.

Attempts

have

been

made

to

42
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Hayes and John Mullen,

Junior.

Mullen is trying to get

into condition for his big undertaking in Cincinnati on February 28th.
sfoofe

In the
Gym.

aoe,

‘

heads

Our star acrobats have made a name for themselves
during the past few weeks that they have been con-

fined to our spacious gym.
Those most worthy of
honorable mention are: Grimes, Schellinger, Long, A. Schoen,

F, Biesinger, Gantz and Trainor.
2S
one

Seniors vs.

LA

Steele High
the

visiting

fear that
called at

J. Edward
This

The

oe
oer

Last Thursday

the

scheduled

School.

basket-

ball game between Steele High School
and St. Mary’s was played.
When
started to practice, the Seniors began to

team

it was all over with their team.
The game was
2:48 p.m.
The contest had hardly started when

Grimes, ’04, neatly

revived

battle

Victor Scuurrzer. 04.

2,42.
osetge

the

courage

continued

of

landed

the

all

sympathizers

the

ball

in the basket.
of S. M. I.

and, at the end of the first half, at 8:08

P.M, the score showed that one basket had been made by our
worthy captain, A. H. Schoen, 04, two by Victor Schlitzer, 704,
and four others by J. E. Grimes, ’04, the total for the first half
being 14 to 0 in favor of St. Mary’s.
Our opponents were unfortunate—as the opponents of St. Mary’s usually are —and
failed to make any basket.
At 3:18 the second half was called,
Then the boys of both sides started to play in dead earnest.
In
this second half, Captain Schoen succeeded in putting one more

basket upon his list, Grimes added two more, while Schlitzer, not
to be left behind, added two more to his, and to make a match
for the basket thrown by Captain Schoen, Frank M. Biesinger,
04, made another

basket, the

total

being

six

baskets

for

the

Seniors. Now let us see what our most welcome visitors were
accomplishing during this time. They battled back and forth,

when finally a foul was called against St. Mary’s.
COaptain
Hughes, a very congenial young man, gained a point by tossing
the ball into the basket from a distance of fifteen feet. Another
foul against St. Mary’s, and the same thing happened as before.

The game

was ended

at 3:38 p.m., and

26 to 2 in favor of St. Mary’s.

the

final

score

stood
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The praise of the victors would be incomplete without a men-

tion of Francis Wong Leong, 04, who played

a clean

and good

game. St. Mary’s can be proud of her basket-ball team this year.
A remarkable feature is that they are aJ] from the class of 04,
The line-up was as follows :—
St. Mary’s.
Schoen, 1. f., Capt.
Grimes,

Steele High School.
Grait,'r.-f.

r. f.

Tafel,

1. f.

Schlitzer, c.

Hughes,

Biesinger, l. g.
Leong, r. g.

Bozenhard,
Hall, r. g.

Umpire,

Ned

c., Capt.
l. g.

White.

Referee, Arthur Schellinger.
Timekeeper, Morgan L. Trainor.

Morean
eege

JUNIOR
Basket
Ball.

Seeds

L. Trarnor, 04,

| eeehe

DIVISION.

The Junior Day-Scholar Basket-Ball League, which
originated shortly after the Christmas holidays, has

excited the interest of the followers of the sport at
the college.
The race is close, the Sports having the lead by a

very close margin.
Following is the official
clubs up to and including February 18th :—
Sports,

-

-

Pe

-

-

Superbs,
Leaders,

-

IN

oY

Oo

Juniors,
Midgets,

Ivories,

tebe
2.

Dayton
S. M.

Students.
vs.
I. Juniors.

2

of

the

875.
856.
750.
714,
428.
250.
125.
.000.

-

Invincibles,
Models,

standing

et
OF

On Thursday, February 19th, the Dayton
Students lined up against our S. M. LIL.
Juniors in an interesting and exciting
game of basket-ball in the Institute gym.

The Juniors had the game from the very start, when Captain
Harry Biesinger made three successive points on the Students?
fouls.

However, the Dayton

boys

worked

hard

for

the

game,
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and when the first half ended the score stood 9 to 4in St. Mary’s
favor.
During the progress of the second half our college lads
took things somewhat easier, but nevertheless, they succeeded

in piling up six more scores. It was during this half that
Matthews of the Students, made one of the prettiest throws
the game.

He was playing near

the

center

of

the

field,

Cof

when

the ball was passed to him, and quicker than it takes to tell, he
shot the ball into St. Mary’s basket.

This was

the

last

bid

the

visitors made for the game.
Captain

Biesinger received round after round of applause for

his find work.

Clasgens

and

Topmoeller

also

did

some

fine

playing, and Mullen and Irwin aided materially in winning the
game.
Of the Students, Captain Graef deserves due credit for
his steady playing and good passing.
The Dayton lads are a gentlemanly set of players, and took
their defeat in a good-natured manner.
After the game Matthews gave us a little performance on the
parallel bars, and made a fine showing after his hard work dur-

ing the game.
When the whistle blew at the end of the final half, the score
stood as follows:
S. M. I. Juniors, 15

Dayton Students, 6

Umpire, Mr. Hughes.
Referee, James Ed. Grimes, ’04
Timekeeper, Fr. Long, ’04
Time of halves, 30 min.

The Juniors expect soon to arrange a return
same team, and St. Mary’s college team will

game

soon

have

with

the

matches

with some of Dayton’s fast ameteur organizations.
2
yoy

Basket
Ball.

-e.
eee

+, .%.
yee

A new enjoyment has arisen for
the shape of basket-ball.
Owing

the day-scholars in
to the interest and

good-will of the Prefect of the Junior boarders the
day-scholars are enjoying themselves during the present wet
spell in a sport that is both exciting and healthful.

The Prefect

has selected four teams of day-scholars and boarders, respectively, to
day.
team,
ever,

put against one another.
Two games are kept going each
A day-scholar team is usually fitted against a boarder
and the result is usually in favor of the latter.
This, howis due to the fact that the game is new to the day-scholars,
°
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day-scholar teams are Kersting, Hampel,
the captains of the boarder teams are Ker-

ber, Andres, Biesinger and Mullen.
Hampel’s team has so far made the best showing among the
day-scholars, and they are hopeful of soon being in the lead
even of the boarders.
Kersting does all in his power to advance

the ball but his efforts prove unavailing.

He claims that many

of his team absent themselves so that he is forced

stitutes.

This ought not to be.

to

take

sub-

The Junior Prefect is doing all

in his power to assist our boys, and they ought to show their appreciation by being on time for the games.
Eimer C. STOECKLEIN, ‘03.
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&
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x
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PERSONALS:
Mr. Hickey, of Newark, was at the college to see his son.
the

Miss Steffen, of Dayton, called
18th.

Mr. Nat
aminations.

Cook

returned

to school

Mr. James Dailey is going
lunch” business.
Mr. Andrew Stich,
burgh aggregation.

of

on

to

the

immediately

Mexico

Dayton,

to

stepped

Master Ed. Wright took a run down
and stayed till the 2nd.

1878

Pittsburgh

boys

after the ex-

invest

in the “free

in to see

to Hamilton

the

bona

fide discount

cent. off Cash

of 10 per

Prices

on

cent.

Entire

GENERAL
SIXTY

DAYS’

Stock.

SFOES
QUEENSWARE
HOME
TIME

ON

Two Weeks— March 2nd to 14th.
can pay later.

1903

to 25 per

mURNITURE
CARPETS

Pitts-

on the 21st

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY SALE,
A

on

FURNISHINGS
PURCHASE

We

OVER

want

you

$10

to buy

now—you

All goods stored until wanted.

F. CAPPEL,
119

and

128
New

E.

Fifth

Top

St.

Overcoats

119
Just

the

Thing—R.

A.

and

125

E.

DEWEESE.
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Mr. and Mrs. Brinckman, of St. Louis,
the Institute last week.
Mr. Otto Hezel spent a few
brother “Jim,” of St. Louis.

days

47

spent

a

few

days

at

in Dayton with his little

On February 22, the Institute was visited

by Miss Burns and

Mrs. Crawford, of Dayton.
We are sorry to hear that
‘return on account of sickness.
Mrs. Anna

Fred

Faber, ’06, was

Yeaton, of Cleveland, brought

her

son

unable

to

George

to

take up studies at the college.
Master Joseph Clasgens was

called

home

Friday 18th, to at-

tend the funeral of his nephew.
Mr. Jan. Dimond is studying dentristy at the Chicago Dental
School with his brother Andrew.

ESTABLISHED

1873

INCORPORATED

1903

THE H. HOLLENCAMP SONS COMPANY
Cor.

Jefferson

and

Markets

Streets

DAYTON,

OHIO

Spring and Summer Goods in.
Come now and provide for your Spring and Easter Clothes, Hats and Furnishings, and your Boys’ Communion and Graduation Suits,

time is soon here.
Early buyers will secure lower prices
than later in the season on account of the rush of busiWHOLESALE

RETAIL

ness in the busy

season.

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE

Why not take a policy of Fire INSUR-

|

ANCE on your house
goods with

For Catholic Prayer-Books,
Rosaries, Crucifixes, Statues,
Medals, Pictures, Books; also

or household

|
G.

E.

WILL,

Stationery, Etc., Call at

ihmeny stone |

PeC

Pettit Street
PHONE

MAIN

1569

411 East Fifth Street
Open

JOS.

NEUMANN,

Manager.

‘The Stratford

System

Monday

and

Saturday

evenings.

Also Life and Accident Policies

of Cut Clothing

Broad

Shoulders—k.

A.
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dealer, of Dayton, visited

his

two

boys, Martin and William, on the 8th.
A visit to their Alma Mater by Messrs. Wagner
man was an interesting feature of February 5th.
Emerick, the husky

guard

and Schweg-

of ’02, sustained slight

injuries as

the result of an accident while coasting some days ago.

Hezel, ’06, was called home to attend his brother’s wedding.
Jimmy is enrolled under the “Blues” list since his return.
Mr. Victor

Schlitzer, 04, sustained

severe

injuries

as

the

result of a fall while exercising on the parallel bars, on the 20th,

Unparalled offer—I5 Cabinet Ovals in three
styles for $3.00, including a Yale Folder
Portrait.
Maker of Photographs.
Cor.

Main

and

Second

Streets

Have you a copy of the St. MARY’s INSTITUTE MARCH?
Don’t fail to get it!
It is an unusually dashy and effective
March.
It is sure to please.
Piano Solo, 50 cents.
Vocal Arrangement, 20 cents.

JOHN
ST.

ZARY’S

MICHAEL

INSTITUTE

DAYTON,

ESTABLISHED 1848
Fernedin: g
Jos.

Best $2.00 and $3.00
Hat on Earth.

THE

STORE

HAT

SNYDER’S

MAIN

AND

THIRD

DAYTON,
Cali

for R.

A.

STS.

&

oa
CO.

AND

MOST RELIABLE
SHOE HOUSE in Dayton
The Best Shoes for the Lowest Prices

O.

DEWEESE’S

OLDEST

OHIO

34 EAST
New

Shoe

THIRD

‘‘Stetson.’”’
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. Mr. Morgan L. Trainor, ’04, entertained his friends, Messrs.
Ebbeskotte, Kappler, and Perrine, from Dayton, Sunday, February 2nd.
Friends of “Tommy” Hart, the famous pitcher of last year’s
champion team, will be pleased to learn that he has settled down
to work for his uncle in Dunkirk, Indiana.

A bright young man from Lima, Ohio, has entered the Senior
division. His name is William Kearns, and he is an old acquaintance of our friend Jan. Dimond.
The Very Rev. George Myers, S. M. Provincial Superior, has
been visiting for the past few weeks local schools and colleges
that are under the care of the Society of Mary.
St. Louis has another representative in Mr. George Heithaus,
who lately started in to study at our college.

He

is

a

member

IT PAYS TO BUY
Lumber, Lathe, Shingles,
Siding, Flooring and
Ceiling Posts and Pickets

Stock Boards,Sash.Doors,
Blinds, and Finish, Door
and Window
Store, Office
Fixtures of

sesmmer 7,

THE F. A. REQUARTH CO.,

oe
c

pundred

Five

mixed

stamps

from

Contractors for All Kinds of Buildings

most

Full
genuine.
stamp
every
country,
every
This lot markea
count put in by this Company.
ee
the
<a
value would
at catalogue
dIsper cent.
50
handsome profit even when
bargain
count were allowed, and is the biggest
ever offered.

| phone

South Wales, New

:

Sueur

Louisiana

aa:
make

Stamp

up

o soo
a

Top

en

i

422

E.

LJ

FR

f

&

& Monument

Ave.

FIFTH

N

h

K

ner

1rc

STREET

I 4

eats

ine

Dining-Room

U

FR

E

.

Suites,

Rockers, Cabinets,

Co.

Overcoats—Just

St.

or

Library. Tables.
ALL

LATEST

THE

PATTERNS.

PHONE

25e. Pithe best offer 25c
New

Sears

d

t
es

MO.
sT. LOUIS,
Albums from 10c upwards, Postage extra.
Our 1904 Packet
1,000 hinges 10c, postage free.

’
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ze

Zealand, Mexico, coral,

Argentine,
Congo.
go to
only such as

Main

W

Our best seller contains stamps from HawaiIndia,
ian Provisional Government, Greece,
Cuba, Ceylon, New
China, Tasmania.
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of that amiable class of ’04, and has also joined the ranks of the
S. M. I. Literary Circle.
Mr. and Mrs. O’Dowd, of Cincinnati; Mrs. Hendrigsnan and
mother, of Hamilton;
Mr. John McCabe and his friends, Mr.

Hugh

Nohr

and

Mr. A, Wolfstein;

Mr. Morgan B. Trainor, of
stitute on February 8th.

Mr. Thomas

Greenyille;

were

F.

guests

Gill;

and

of the

In-

Dh J. G. FROBNDGOET
DENTIST

2263 SOUTH LUDLOW STREET
DAYTON, OHIO

fe

A. L. THOMA, 0. D,
(Doctor

of Optics)

EASTER

Dining

sat-

money

re-

or

W.

DAYTON,

Swiratford

System

Pieces.

OHIO

Latest

and

Best

at Reasonable

ST.

Styles

Rates

OHIO

18
The

Odd

M. WOLFE,
The

BRUEN

and

Zjoman

Photographer,

funded.

1283

OF

Rockers,

DAYTON,

SUNDAY

to give

Chairs,

Chairs

will get (25) twenty-five
per cent, reduction. Examination free. Glasses
isfaction

1846

MANUFACTURERS

OFFER

The reader of this, who
is in need of new glasses
or new lenses, an‘ calls
on me before

guaranteed

MAIN

The STOMPS-BURKHARDT CO.

Makes the following

SPECIAL

PHONE

of Cut

Clothing,
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of

Lehmkuhl,

Miss

cousin,

his

Hamilton; Mr. Frank Heile and two daughters, of Cincinnati ;
Mr. Frank Pauly, of Covington; Mr. Henry Weber, of Cumminsville; Mr. Bernard Topmoeller and daughter, Josephine, of
Cincinnati; Mr. Harry Hewe, of Tennessee; were guests of the
J. Epwarp GRimEs, ’04.
Institute on February 15th.

RELISH

THE WISEST
AND THEN.

EVEN
NOW

WHAT

are like dice—easily rattled but hard to shake.
Night falls and day breaks—what becomes of the pieces ?

Some men

Why is it that when a bird sits it stands?

THE BEST

READING

nothing like it to

condiment—there’s

latest

the

Quinine is
stop hunger.

Telephone

MATTER

Main

1569

DANIEL
ATTORNEY
Nos.

The Popular Catholie Family Monthly
Subscription price, $2.00 per year
$1.00 for six months
Payable

in

AND
9 and

11 E. Third

DAYTON,

Street

OHIO

Practice in all State and Federal Courts.
Special Attention
Estates.

Advance.

NEVINS
CouUNSELOR-AT-LAW

Given

to

Settlement

of

CONTAINS

Novels and Stories, Special Articles,
Current Events, Father Finn’s corner,
Women’s
Department,
Games
and

Amusements

for the Young,

700 or 800 ILLUSTRATIONS

The easiest way

Etc.,
to

YORK—836

and

38

Embalmers

Barclay

Call

for

R.

A.

WALTER

FUNERAL

BENZIGER BROS.
NEW

625

MICHAEL
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CINCINNATI—343 Main Street
CHICAGO—211 and 213 Madison
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their customers fits.

An easy-going pair—the hands of a clock.
“My time is not my own,” said the man with the stolen watch.

Morgan

L. has

a rival.

If you don’t believe it, just notice

how much straighter he walks since Heithaus came.

Kenning: “Pass Freeman the tooth-picks.”
Schellinger:
“Be cautious lest he be lost in the box.”
Old Vessie

undertaking;

used

to say

he

had

returned to take a course in

we are inclined to think it was a course in leave-

taking.
Gantz, who is particularly fond of boxing, was daring
comers the other day, when suddenly a Hayes came over

all
his

eyes and he stumbled about blindly.
Teacher (somewhat irascibly):

“Isn’t it quite as easy to say

the right thing as the wrong one?”
Scholar (musingly):
“Not when

<= .

you don’t know it.”

AMERICAN

G3) POPULAR MUSIC HOUSE
Huverything

“HOWARD

”—Guitars

and

in

the

Music

Violins—Recognized

as

Line.

the

Standard

and used by professional players everywhere.
Our

Catalogue

No.

52

explains

all

* VIOLINS ”—Bought by our Original Plan
Is simply an investment, it is always worth what
it. It will pay you to investigate this plan.
Our

Catalogue

No.

46

tells

you

paid

for

all

We are Importers and Manufacturers of
BAND

INSTRUAENTS.
If

THE
121

interested

send

for

Catalogue
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Teddy has now a complete set of toys, the last arrival being
a rocking-horse.
He also seems to have been in some escapades
of late in connection with some roof, for he got the “shingles”.
Someone recently remarked that
him to be all right.
able condition.

Otto

At that rate, N—d

No wonder he styles

“Schlitzer,
trouble.”

if

you

can’t

get

Kerber’s initials show

Gr—m-—s

is in a deplor-

himself “an unlucky bat”.

down

to work

Schlitzer (struggling with a problem

you’ll

get into

in trigonometry):

“1

can’t be in any further than I am now.”
John:

“How

George:
John:

‘“Why, we had no weather that day.”
“How’s

George:

that?”

“The weather went down to see

SABSSSABSAASSBASSASSIOGON

SSSSHHSSK

A.

was the weather on the 18th?”

Roe.”

SASSASSASGASSASSAGOIHION

JANSZEN

&

CO.

WHOLESALE
GROCERS
S. E Cor. Second and Walnut
101 to If? E. Second Street
PHONES—Main

Call

for

R.

A.

DEWEESE’S

1785

New

Sts.
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“Say, it’s too bad Alex isn’t a member of the Scientific Department.
He’d surely capture the medal in the Graduating
Olass.”
‘““How’s that?”
“He takes more physic than any other lad in the college.”

It was on Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, about the Ist of Janu-

ary, that a policeman, while on duty, saw two suspicious characters

busily

engaged

in

assorting

goods

in

one

of

the

stores.

Stepping inside he asked: “What are you fellows doing there?”
“Taking stock,” they carelessly answered.
“Oh, well, all

peace. The
cleaned out.

right,” and

next

morning

off

the

walked

the

guardian

store was found

of

the

to have been
—

co
Hampel

&

Glein,

a erton

WATOHES

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY
CUT GLASS

BARBERS
446
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NORTH

means

100
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Optical
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or
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Behind the scenes, Shakespeare night :—

“You oughtn’t to have that part, Ed.”

Antonio:

Shylock:
“Why not?”
Antonio:
“Because we have a
your personation right among us.”
When

typical

character

of

Neddie got his glasses :—
Our Nedward
With goggles
How sagely he
In his suit of
‘*A

professor?”

If we make

When

more

is now
astride
looks!
MOSE

a professor complete
of his nose.
so slick and so neat
COHEN’s finest clothes.

said I,

‘‘surely

due

not quite

so wrong

restriction for music and song.”

Neddie lost his glasses :—
Our

Nedward

is now

a professor

no more.

Alack! what a piteous plight!
His window-panes broke in a spill on the floor:
Did this ill luck impair Neddie’s sight?
No, no; for the fact that he writes yet and reads
Goes to prove that the goggles were not of his needs.

The
Henry Burkhardt
Packing Co.'s
Famous Honey Bee and
BRAND MEATS.

PIG

Ours is the only packing house in
the city having
Government

Meat

Inspection

Are you getting our meats from
your Grocer or Butcher ?
The Stratford

JAMES
has

a good

DODDS,
stock of

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS,
Contractor’s Levelling Instruments and Tools, Electric Bells,
Batteries, Push Buttons, Packet
and Table Cutlery, Razors and
Scissors, Shotguns, Rifles, Revolvers and Ammunition, Base-

Balls, Bats, Sporting Goods, Playing Cards—superior goods and
low prices.
All kinds of Repairing — Typewriters repaired and

Typewriter Ribbons for sale.
11 and 18 S. MAIN STREET
DAYTON, OHIO

System of Cut Clothing, broad
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THE

S.

Some of our lads seem

M.

I. EXPONENL

determined

to become

gymnasts, and

we have every reason to believe their endeavors will not be in
vain.
A few will make “tumblers”.
They tumble with apparently no effort, and that quite gracefully.
Others may develop

into contortionists.

Long will surely make

a long jumper, and

Grimes vaults into the sky with ease.
“The great trouble with
him is that he fails to come down in due time.
Trainor can
walk over the hurdles.
A few others, notably some among Chi-

cago’s sons, and a worthy representative of Michiwaka, would be
all right but for the drawback of abnormally-developed understandings.
. This establishment has furnished
Costumes for the Public processions,

ally for the Order

all the
especi-

of Cincinnatus,

and

the great spectacular performances—Fall
Babylon,
Rome Under Nero, Conquest

FILIP

for

of
of

Masquerade

Mexice, Moses, or Bondage of Egypt; also
for Rhodop’s and Carnival of Venice during
the Centennial

Exposition,

King Solomon

SZWIRZCHINA,

©heatre

by

3

Robinson’s Circus, G. A. R. Parade, and the
Cincinnati Fall Festival.

1110

2463 satisfied people
IVEL BICYCLES.

Vine St., near Canal
Cincinnati, Ohio

in Dayton are using
Can you ask for a

better recommendation.
Largest and Most Complete

and

Athletic

graphs,

and

Costumes

Goods

Cameras

and

in

Sold
Line

the

$1.00 down
of Sporting

city;

Phono-

Supplies.

G. W. SHROYER & CO.
108

North

Main

Street

DAYTON,

OHIO

tif WIL 0022" $04 C0.|W. J. Sherer Co.
Pork and Beef Packers

Fresco Artists

Curers of the celebrated CROWN
and GEM CITY STAR
and Breakfast Bacon.
Makers

Packing

of the

House

Crown

Pure

and

Hams
Interior

Decorators

Leaf Lard

Telephone—Main

Store Telephone—Main

305

133

25

PERRINE
DAYTON,

The Stratford System of Cut Clothing, broad shoulders—R.
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